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Yinson Holdings Berhad (the “Company”) is pleased to announce that YHB had on 30 June 2017, 

entered into a Heads of Agreement (“HOA”) with a consortium of Japan-incorporated companies (the 

“Consortium”) for a proposed disposal of 26% equity interest of Yinson Production (West Africa) Pte. 

Ltd. (“YP(WA)PL”), an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company via Yinson Trillium Limited 

and Yinson Production Pte. Ltd. (the “Proposed Transaction”).  

 

The HOA was entered pursuant to the understanding between YHB and the Consortium (collectively, 

the “Parties”) in forming a collaboration through YP(WA)PL in relation to the contract for the 

chartering of a Floating Production, Storage and Offloading (“FPSO”) facility by eni ghana exploration 

and production ltd at Offshore Cape Three Point Block in Ghana (the “Contract”). Completion of the 

Proposed Transaction remains subject to the parties entering into a definitive sale and purchase 

agreement and shareholders’ agreement as well as the obtaining of approval of shareholders of YHB, 

regulatory authorities and project financing lenders.  

 

The members of the Consortium consist of established Japanese companies with rich history and 

consistent track record in their respective industries, namely, Sumitomo Corporation (“Sumitomo”), 

Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha Limited (““K” Line”), JGC Corporation (“JGC”), and Development Bank of Japan 

(“DBJ”). 

 

Although established in 1919, Sumitomo’s origins date back to the 17th century. Today, Sumitomo is 

a leading global trading company with 108 offices in 65 countries and 22 offices in Japan with diverse 

interests across industries ranging from construction systems to infrastructure to energy.  

 

“K” Line was also established in 1919 and is presently one of the largest shipping companies globally. 

With a recent expansion of operations into drill ships and offshore support vessels, “K” Line’s total 

fleet size is now at 534 vessels.  

 

Founded in 1928, JGC has executed some 20,000 projects for the construction of plants and facilities 

mainly in the oil and gas industries. At present, JGC offers, amongst others, business investment and 

operations in a wide range of areas.  

 

Sumitomo, “K” Line, and JGC are all listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange and each a constituent of the 

Nikkei 225 stock market indices. 

 

DBJ is wholly-owned by the government of Japan under the supervision of the Ministry of Finance, 

Japan. Its predecessor, Japan Development Bank, was established in 1951. DBJ currently devotes 



itself to the future growth of Japan through its financial services and to strengthen Japan’s 

competitiveness in the global market by supporting its client’s initiatives.  

 

“The Group welcomes the Japanese Consortium on board FPSO John Agyekum Kufuor (“FPSO JAK”) 

via this monumental collaboration between both parties. The Group believes that the entry of these 

strategic shareholders into YPWAPL will enable the parties to form a long-term relationship which 

then allows each member to tap into the rests’ expertise and background. In addition, such 

collaboration will help to fortify the Group’s footprint in the FPSO industry.  

 

This collaboration with the Japanese consortium is another excellent news for the Group, following 

our recent celebration of FPSO JAK’s first oil production three months ahead of schedule, as 

announced on 22 May 2017,” said Mr. Lim Han Weng, the Group Executive Chairman. 

 

This announcement is dated 3 July 2017. 

 
 


